
Keeping Care Close

Real-time alerts for Person-centered support

safety and wellness for independence.

Enhance health
and independence

Ensure
Safety

Provide peace of
mind to caregivers

BoundaryCare package
A specially configured

Apple Watch® for
the individual

A secured iPhone® running
the BoundaryCare

software for family or a DSP

Access to
BoundaryCare’s

personal dashboard

Solutions
Fall Protection

✓ Hard fall detection
✓ Soft fall detection*
✓ Emergency calling
✓ Location of fall
✓ Gait monitoring
✓ Contributing factors

(heart rate, O2, etc.)
* coming soon

Elopement

✓ GPS tracking
✓ Geo-fencing
✓ Safe itineraries
✓ Speed monitoring
✓ Emergency calling
✓ Bio-feedback
✓ Location alerts

Seizure Symptoms

✓ Heart rate
✓ Oxygen saturation
✓ Fall detection
✓ Sleep monitoring
✓ Rapid motion*
✓ Trend analysis

Behavioral

✓ Reminders
✓ Behavioral nudges
✓ De-escalation
✓ Bio-feedback
✓ Activity goals
✓ Usage statistics

   * coming soon

Or: Combine BoundaryCare’s powerful features and data to build your own solution.



BoundaryCare's support doesn't end with an alert. 
With tools like feedback and behavioral nudges and 
touch-free auto-answered calls to the Apple Watch, 
BoundaryCare empowers caregivers and individuals 
like never before.

“Technology will never replace in-person staff, but
BoundaryCare can offer important assistance — while
giving individuals a greater sense of independence
and supporting them in reaching their health and
wellness goals.”
— Jennifer Riha, VP of Programs, I Am Boundless (OH)

iPhone and Apple Watch are registered trademarks of Apple Inc

Get started with BoundaryCare
Adopting BoundaryCare is simple and risk-free for individuals & families with a 30-day money-back 
guarantee. Providers can learn more with a no-cost trial. BoundaryCare is covered by most Medicaid HCBS 
waivers as assistive technology (codes T2028 and T2029). Pricing starts at $649 for BoundaryCare kits with 
an ongoing service subscription of $68/month.

Talk to your provider or case manager today – or contact us at 
info@boundarycare.com.

Mix and match the alert types you need. For example, schedule a daily medication reminder for
an individual, with a waterfall alert to caregivers if the individual doesn’t respond.

BoundaryCare in action

Alert types

Feedback
(to individual)

Outreach & reminders
(from caregiver)

Waterfall
(successive caregivers)

Broadcast
(multiple caregivers)

Alerts available as push notifications, text messages, and emails.


